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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Documentation and graphical symbols

Subcommittee 3B: Documentation

Maintenance report to the Kyoto meeting on IEC 61175 Designation of
signals and connections

1 Membership

The maintenance team consists actually for the present of 1 person, the convenor.

2 Application of the standard

The standard has been avaiable for about 7 years. From the result of the
questionaire (3B/268/Q) there is a lot of indication saying that the standard is
almost unknown. My own knowlegde about the standard is very small too.
A little note about known and unknown. If we want to make a standard used in a
way as intended we have to make it usefull and well known:
1. in the public: - It has to be used as a reference in one or more standards.
2. for other TC’s: - It has to be usefull for them so they will use it in there

standards, as a relevant normativ reference if - and hopefully because - they
know that the standard is avaiable and relevant.

3. Change request

With the 7 questions given in 3B/268/Q and the compilation of comments to the
document in 3B/(Kyoto/Secretariat)7 in mind, it seems to be a need for a heavy
work maintaining the exsisting standard. But no many wishes for transfering parts
of it to any other standards.

4. Time schedule

No activity is planned for the time beeing.

5. Resources

As mentioned i 2, 3 and 4 it seems to be a heavy case, but the conclusion from this
meeting will hopefully uncover the need for manpower and other resources.

Karl-Anker Thorn
Convenor of maintenance team for IEC 61175
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